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a the radius of contact region.
a1, a2 the eigenvectors of X.
b the distance between point P and G.
c see Eq. (3.1).
C the line of maximum compression.
C9 see Eq. (4.6).
d see Eq. (3.3).
D the intersection of line H and line C.
e see Eq. (3.2).
e1, e2 a set of mutually perpendicular unit vectors.
E, E1 Young's modulus.
f see Eq. (3.20).
Ft,Fn the reaction forces.
t,non see Eq. (5.6).
g, gt, gnthe impulse and the components of impulse.
G, G* the center of mass.
h see Eq. (2.42).
H the line of reverse sliding.
H' the line for sliding throughout the impact.
I3,13* the central moment of inertia of body B for sly
K the kinetic energy.
kt, kn the stiffnesses of gap element.
kteikne the equivalent stiffnesses at the contact
region.
Eke, Eknthe total stiffnesses of gap elements.k3, k3* the central radius of gyration of body B for
Im the component of V. in the e1 direction.
m see Eq. (2.29).
mss the inertia coefficients.
m1, m2 the slopes of lines in the yn-1.711 diagram.
see Eq. (2.19).
M1,M2 the eigenvalues of M.
n the normal direction of the contact surface.
N see Eq. (2.19).
n9 the total number of gap elements in each
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concentric circle.
N9 the total number of closed gap elements during
the contact.
NN2 the eigenvalues of N.
P, P' the contact points belonging to body B and B'.
Pr the r
thcomponent of generalized momentum.
q see Eq. (3.15).
Q the intersection of line H' and line S.
R the intersection of line H' and line H.
S the line of no sliding.
t the tangential direction of the contact surface.
t, t' the instant time during the contact.
T the termination state of impact.
T see Eq. (5.5). non
rfs the generalized speeds.
the displacement of point P at time t.v the relative velocity between P and P' at the
beginning of contact.
VII the dimensionless components of v.
vr the rth partial velocity of v.
the magnitude of the normal component of v.
w the relative velocity between P and P' at the
end of contact.
the dimensionless components of w.
the dimensionless components, obtained from the
ANSYS program, of w.
CincIkir the total work done by the normal impulse during
the compression and restitution phases.
X(t) the position of P at time t.
Z the representative point during the contact.
a the approach angle.
YtIYn the dimensionless components of g in the t and n
directions.
St,6n the compliances in the t and n directions.
e the angle between n and a2.
A see Eq. (2.29).
A the coefficient of friction.
A' see page 3 and Eq. (3.21).
v, vi the Poisson's ratio.
0 see Eq. (3.24) or (5.9).
* see Eq. (5.3).
o
B the angular velocity of body B.
Vt,
vo
Wt,wn
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tI"nREBOUND PREDICTIONS FOR ELASTIC COLLISIONS
1. INTRODUCTION
The initial approach to modeling of collisions was
predicated on the behavior of objects as rigid bodies, with
suitable correction factors accounting for energy losses.
At the present time most predictions of collisions between
two bodies are unchanged,still treating the bodies as
rigid, with contact at a single point.Each body is assumed
to exert an instantaneous impulse on the other at the
contact point.The initial concept of rigid-body impact is
due to Galileo, who recognized that the contact force
performs work during impact, but confused the ideas of
momentum and energy.Newton furnished not only his laws of
motionbutalsothenotionofthecoefficientof
restitution, which is still widely employed,though of
questionablefundamentalsignificance. Thereisno
satisfactory method involving friction impulse under the
ideathatthecollisionisinstantaneouswithinthe
framework of rigid body mechanics.
An important advance in the field occurred with the
advent of the one-dimensional vibrational treatment of
colliding bodies.The subsequent development of the theory
of elasticity permitted the examination of the multi-
dimensional aspect of wave propagation in impact problems
and a specification of stress distributions at the contact2
point.Impact phenomena should be dealt with as a dynamic
problem since vibrations are caused by impact.However,
Hertz developed the theory of local contact deformations
which has found wide use in spite of the static elastic
nature of its derivation.In fact, the contact occurs over
a surface and has small duration.For elastic bodies, the
Hertzian theory of impact indicates that the contact area is
proportional to P4/, where P is the impact force.Poisson's
hypothesis separates the impact into a compression phase
followed by a restitution phase.The former begins at the
first contact of the bodies and terminates at the moment of
greatest compression.The latter begins at the moment of
greatestcompressionandterminateswhenthebodies
separate.
However, there exist some limitations with the theories
derived from Poisson's impact hypothesis as well as Newton's
impactlaw,involving the tangential component of the
contact impulse.When the bodies slip with friction at the
beginning of collision and stop slipping during collision,
some assumptions used in conjunction with Newton's impact
law violate energy conservation laws.Keller [15] and Brach
[7]indicate that it is due to reverse slip; Smith [23]
proposed an alternative contact law which leads to more
reasonable results.Poisson's impact hypothesis can also
lead to results that violate laws of energy.
In [22], Routh developed a graphic solution involving3
the tangential and normal components of impulse between two
collidingbodies,whicharepartiallyelasticand
imperfectly rough.Routh indicates that motion following
cessation of slip depends on the coefficient of friction A
and the limiting ratio A',a geometric parameter which
depends on the distribution of mass in the colliding bodies.
If A>IA'l the bodies stop slipping and simply roll. If
A<IA'l reverse slip will occur after slip stops, or gross
slip will occur throughout the collision.
The Hertzian theory of impact follows directly from his
static theory of contact between frictionless elastic bodies
where the deformation is assumed to be restricted to the
vicinity of the contact area.Although wave propagation in
the bodies is ignored, this restricted theory has been shown
to lead to acceptable results for sufficiently low velocity
[12]&[21].Maw, Barber and Fawcett [17] used Hertzian
theory in this manner.They postulated that where bodies
respond tofrictionforces some of the work donein
deflecting the bodies tangentially is stored as elastic
strain energy in the solids andisrecoverable under
suitable circumstances.By assuming that the contact area
comprises sticking and slipping regions and the coefficient
of friction is constant in slipping region, Maw developed a
solution for the oblique impact of an elastic sphere on a
fixed, perfectly rigid body.During collision, contact
spreads from a point into a small region wherein tangential4
compliance influences the development of local slip.In
both [17] and [18], the tangential compliance of the contact
surface under the action of Coulomb friction was shown to
have a significant effect on the rebound angles, if the
local angle of incidence doesn't greatly exceed the angle of
friction.
During collision, the contact area grows from a point
at the first contact to a maximum value at the end of the
compression phase (i.e.at the beginning of restitution
phase) and vanishes when the bodies separate.As these
changes occur, the internal forces and deformations are
propagated away from the contact area.To properly account
for this complex interaction, a numerical method is used in
this thesis.The procedure employed is a part of the ANSYS
code, developed by Swanson Analysis System, Inc. and based
on the finite-element method.In ANSYS, the tangential
force and the normal force are treated as spring forces in
the tangential and normal directions, respectively.The
strain energy can be stored in the solids or released from
the solids according to the relative displacements of the
corresponding contact points.
Inchapter2,asimplifiedpredictionbasedon
reference [22]is presented.Chapter 3, presents three
definitions of coefficients of restitution and discusses
their relationship to rebounds.Chapter 4, describes the
procedure for analyzing a collision using the ANSYS program.5
In chapter 5, the results from ANSYS and from the simplified
prediction are compared.The findings are summarized in
chapter 6.6
2. SIMPLIFIED PREDICTION OF PLANAR COLLISIONS
We begin this chapter with a brief review ofthe
generalized coordinates and generalized speeds of a system.
We then derive some useful formulas which are theprincipal
theories for this thesis.The following development is
based on reference [23].
2.1Relative velocity and generalized impulse
Consider two rigid bodies B and B' colliding as the
points P and P'on their respective surfaces moveinto
coincidence.If this system S possesses n degrees of
freedom, the velocities of the contact points P and P' can
be written in terms of generalized speeds u as
VP'-E vPrr
(2.1)
where vrP and VIP' are the partial velocities.It will prove
helpful to define the relative velocity v as
v- vP VP' (2 . 2 )
from which
v-Ev u (2.3A)
where vr=vrP-VIP'.If we neglect the changes in configuration
and contributions from forces other than theaction-reaction
at the contact point and denote the impulse of the force7
exerted on B by B' as g, the rth component of generalized
impulse can be expressed as
Ir = vrg (2.4A)
By expressing the kinetic energy in terms of the selected
generalized speeds,the inertia coefficients mrscan be
evaluated froml
1 u u5 re z K
2EEm
r8
According to the relationship
alc
Prau,
(2.5)
(2.6)
this rth component of generalized momentum can be rewritten
as
pr -Emrsus
The impulse-momentum laws can then be expressed as
(2.7)
(2.8)
ir- Apr - Emr,Aus
where Aus denotes the change in us during the contact.
If v and w denote the relative velocities between
contact points P and P' at the beginning of contact and at
the end of contact, respectively, then
v = v + Av (2.9)
1Situations in which K contains terms that are linear in
generalized speeds will not be considered here.and
Av-EvrAur
8
(2.10A)
Let el,02 and 03 be a set of mutuallyperpendicular unit
vectors.Let 111=vr.e, and gi = vei.Then, we can rewrite
Eqs. (2.3A), (2.4A) and (2.10A) as
V = ViUi + V2U2 + + VnUn
(111e1+112e2+113e3)111 (12161+122e2+123.3)112
+ (1n1e1 +ln2e2+136.3)un
-(E in/Jr)+ (E 1r2ur) e2 +(E 1r3ur)e3
Ir=1rig1+1r2g2+1r3g3
Av-(E/Aui.) el+ (E /r2Aur) e2 + (E 43A Lir) e3
(2.3B) iv7L.
(2.4B) 3,-,
(2.10B)
So, we have the following matrix forms according to Eqs.
(2.3B), (2.4B), (2.5), (2.8) and (2.10B).
v = 1Tu
I = lg
K-1u Tmu
2
I = MAU
Ay = 1TAu
(2.14)
(2.15)
where I, u and Au are (nxl) matrices, g, v and Av are(3x1)9
matrices, 1 is (nx3) matrix and m is (nxn) symmetric matrix
of inertia.From Eqs. (2.12) and (2.14), we get
Au =
Substituting Eq. (2.16) into (2.15), we have
Av = (1Tm-11)g = Ng
or
g = (1Tm-11)-1Av = I4Av
where
N = (1rm-11) =N-1
(2.16)
(2.19)
Both N and N are (3x3) symmetric matrices and depend on the
configuration of the system at the beginning of contact but
not on the motion.
2.2Tangential impulse and normal impulse
For convenience, we choose a set of basis vectors t-n-
t1,instead ofe1-e2-e3,i.e. let n be the normal vector of
the contact surfaces, t has the same direction as nx(vxn),
where v is the relative velocity between two contact points,
and ti=txn.The approach velocity can then be expressed as
v= Vtt + Vnn (2.20)
With an appropriate coordinate transformation, all of the
matrices in last section can be evaluated in terms of the
unit vectors t-n-t1.If there is no coupling in N (2.17)
betweent1and other directions, the relative velocity w and
the impulse g could be expressed in terms of normal andtangential components as
= wtt +Wnn
g gtt gnn
So, Eq. (2.17) can be rewritten as2
A vt I t Mtn11 gt
AvnntNnngn
10
(2.21)
(2.22)
(2.23)
Based on the theory of Mohr's circle, two principal values
N
1and N
2can be obtained, i.e.
Net+ N Nct Nnn
N1,2 ." ±
2 2
2
Ntn2
(2.24)
wherein N1 is defined to be the larger of the two.Then,
the expressions for the components of N are
Ntt,nn 2
N1+ N2N N
(1
2
N2)COS20
(2.25)
Nta- (
2
')sin20 (2.26)
where 0 is the angle between n and the principal direction
along with N1 and
tan20
2 21tn
Ntt Nnn (2.27)
2This relationship was introduced by Routh [22] in a different
way to deal with the special case of the collision of two
unconstrained bodies.So, we can express N in terms of principal values as
[Nth Nth}1[1+1cos28Xsin2e N -
Nnt Nom, mAsin2A1-1cos20
where
m
A
2
+ N2
N - N 1 2
Ni + N22
11
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)
Both m and A depend on the configuration of the system.The
relationship between M and N and the physical meanings of A
will be illustrated in example 1 at the end of this chapter.
Let vo be the magnitude of the normal component of
relative velocity v at initial contact, so that
v = votanat - von (2.31)
where a is the angle between v and the negative direction of
the normal vector of contact surface.Introducing four
dimensionless variables yt, yn, Vt and Vn, we can denote the
impulse and relative velocity at any instant time t' during
the contact as
g' = mvoytt + mvoynn (2.32)
w' = voVtt + voVnn (2.33)
where the 'prime' indicates the values of the variables
during or at the end of the contact.Here m doesn't
represent individual mass.12
Substitution of Equations (2.28) through (2.33) into
(2.23) leads to
or
[vo (Vt- tana)
vo ( Vn+1)
Vt- tana
Vn+1
1 1 + lcos20Asin20 m170 t
m1 sin26 1- Acos 26mvoy
1+1cos20 Asin2e
Isin20 1-Acos2e Yn
(2.34)
(2.35)
The two equations implied by this matrix equation are
(1 + Acos20)yt + (Asin20)yn - Vt = -tana (2.36)
(Asin20)yt + (1 - Acos20)yn -VI= 1 (2.37)
As pointed out in [22], Eq. (2.36) defines the line S (of no
sliding) when Vt is set to zero:
(1 + Acos20)yt + (Asin2e)yn = -tana (2.38)
and Eq. (2.37) defines the line C (of maximum compression)
when Vn is set to zero:
(1sin20)yt + (1 - Acos2e)yn = 1 (2.39)
These lines are shown in Figure 1, a typical plot of
tangential impulse vs. normal impulse, in which a point
Z(yt, yn) represents the values of the impulse vector during
contact.The assumptions of rigidity and Coulomb's law of
friction imply that Z will move away from 0 along the line
H' (yt=-Ayn) until either it reaches the line S, where13
H'
1 +Xcos20
-Xsin20
H
-tang
1+ Xcos20
h
Figure 1.A typical plot of yt vs. yn14
sliding ceases, or until separation occurs.If Z reaches S
prior to separation, it will follow one of two lines, the
choice depending on a relationship between the coefficient
of friction and the slope of the line S, which depends on
the inertia dyadic N.Coulomb's law implies that if and
only if
14?31 I cd11:1< 11,
(2.40)
there will be no sliding; thus, if the slope of the no-
sliding line S satisfies
dyr
I1 +Acos26 I
-Asin20 (2.40)
there will be no further sliding during the remainder of
contact and the pointZwill follow the line S until
separation occurs.Coulomb's law further implies that if
the above inequality is not satisfied, sliding will take
place,so thatin thiscaseZ willfollowthe line H
(yt=-gyn+h).Here the expression of h can be found by
substituting the coordinates of point P into the equation of
line H as
h -2gtana
p(1-acos20)-Asina
(2.42)
Thesepossibilitiesaresummarizedinthefollowing
classification, and the three cases illustrated in Figures
2,3 and 4.15
Y.
Figure 2.The plot of yt vs. yn for case 1
Y.
Figure 3.The plot of yt vs. yn for case 216
Y,
(a)
yn
(b)
Figure 4.The plot of yt vs. yn for case 317
Case 1,(dyt/dyn)s>ii:
Reverse sliding will occur and the representative
point Z follows the line H after reaching point P,
as shown in Figure 2.
Case 2,(dyt/dyn)s<-1A:
The slipping of the contact point remains in the
same direction throughout thecollision and the
point Z continues to follow the line H' as shown in
Figure 3.
Case 3, --g<(dyt/dyn)s<A:
If Z reaches S before separation, the contact point
remainsstuck,andZfollows thelineSuntil
separation occurs.
The line of maximum compression also has much to dowith the
collision, through its relationship to the termination of
collision.This aspect of the collision is discussed in
detail in chapter 3.
2.3Example 1.
Consider a rod which collides with an immobile body at
point P.As shown in Figure 5 the mass of the rodis
denoted as ms, the point G is the center of mass, and the
angle between the major axis of the rod and thenormal
vector of contact surface is denoted as 0.We choose one
set of basis vector shown in Figure 5 in which vector a2is
along with the major axis of the rod and definegeneralized
speeds as:18
a2
B
t
Figure 5.Planar collision between a rod and a rigid
plane.Let
VG = 11t 112n
OB= u3txn
rGP= bsinOt - bcosOn
and express the velocity of the contact point P as
VP = VG +OBxrGP
= u t + u2n + u3 (bcosOt + bsinOn)
19
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
So, we can write the partial velocities for the relative
velocity v as
vi = t
v2 =
v3 = bcosOt + bsinOn
and matrix 1 as
0
1 - 0 1
bcosebsin0
The kinetic energy may be expressed as
1 K-1vG.vG
2
ciaB.G0
2B 3
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.47)
where 13 is the central moment of inertia of rod for a3.
With k3 denoting the central radius of gyration of rod, the
above equation may be rewritten as
(2.48)20
Hence, nin equation(2.19)
k32 0 0
0 k32 0
0 0 1
N in equation
k32+b2 sin2O
b2cos0 sine
becomes
(2.19)
b2
k32
(2.49)
becomes
cos° sine
+ b2cos20 (2.50)
2
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and the matrix
m
N -
k32 +b2
The two eigenvectors al and a2 of this operator are shown in
Figure 5 and are related to the tangential and normal base
vectors by
al = cosOt + sinOn (2.51)
a2 = -sinet + cosen
The corresponding eigenvalues are
M2
- ms
/3 k32
13/MBk32 +b2MB
(2.52)
whereI3'is the moment of inertia of rod about the axis
through P and perpendicular to the plane of motion.
Since N =lein Eq. (2.19), the eigenvalues of N are
the reciprocals of those of M:
N1
N2
/31 k32 + b2
13 MB k32 MB
1
(2.53)21
The values of m and A appearing in Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30)
become
m
A
2/3In 2k 32 MB
131+ 132k32 + b2
3 -1-3 b2
1111
131 + 132k32 + b2
(2.54)22
3. COEFFICIENTS OF RESTITUTION
Inchapter 2weintroducetheprocedurefor
constructing the impulse diagram and the determination of
the path followed the representative point Z.However, the
termination state at the end of contact in the diagram of
yt-yn has not been considered. To complete theyt-yn
diagram,it is common to define a quantity, called the
coefficient of restitution, which can be used to predict the
final state of contact.
3.1 Different definitions of the coefficient of restitution
Usually, the definition incorporates Poisson's impact
hypothesis in which the duration of impact is separated into
compression phase and restitution phase.The duration from
first contact to the instant at which the normal component
of the relative velocity reaches to zero is called the
compression phase. The restitution phase follows the
compression phase and terminates at the end of contact.In
this definition, the motions of P and P' are understood to
belong to'rigid'bodies B and B',even though itis
recognizedthatdeformationisnecessarytopreclude
penetrations. Thus,theinstantthatseparatesthe
compression and restitution phases is that at which maximum
penetration (in the rigid-body idealization)is reached.
There are three definitions given in the following.
The first definition isCgni
gnc
23
(3.1)
where gor is the normal component of impulse g accumulated
during the compression phase and gm is that accumulated
during the restitution phase.
The second definition is
env
(3.2)
-zrir
where v and w are the relative velocities at the beginning
of contact and at the end of contact, respectively.
In [24], the third definition is defined as
d ,lr
Wnc
(3.3)
where film and Om are the sums of the works of the normal
components of the reaction forces at the contact point
during the compression phase and during the restitution
phase, respectively. The displacements in the definition of
work used here are understood to be those of points of
'rigid' bodies (which would imply an artificial penetration,
as mentioned above).
3.2Work done by impulse
In the real system, the deformations of the 'rigid'
bodies in the normal direction may be expected to follow the
quasi-static analysis [25].Thus, the work done by the
reaction force F at the contact point can be evaluated from-f FdS-f vFdt-f vdg
24
(3.4)
Substituting Equations (2.32) and (2.33) into (3.4), %and
Wnrcan be evaluated according to
Firn-f(voVnn)(mvody nn) -mv02 f Vndy
(3.5)
duringthecompressionphaseandrestitutionphase,
respectively.
From above equation, we recognize that the sum of the
works done by the normal impulse is proportional to the area
under the curve, which is the path of the representative
point Z,in the diagram of yn vs. Vn.The procedure to
construct the yn-Vn diagram is explained in the following.
Express yt in terms of yn in the equations of line S, C, H'
and H, which are mentioned in chapter 2, and substitute
these four different expressions of yt into equation (2.37).
This results in the following equations for line S, C, H'
and H in the yn-Vn diagram:
Line S:
(1-12) yn - (1+1cos20)Vn
= 1 + lcos2e + (Asin20)tana (3.6)
Line C:
Vn = 0 (3.7)
Line H':
(1 - Acos2e - Alsin20)yn - V, = 1 (3.8)
Line H:25
(1 - Acos20 + Alsin20)yn - Vn = 1 - hAsin20 (3.9)
These equations are used to produce Figure 6, which is a map
of the lines in the typical plot of yt-yn for case 3, shown
in Figure 1.
3.3The relationship between different definitions of the
coefficient of restitution
Under some circumstances,we may obtain identical
values from three mentioned definitions of the coefficient
of restitution, but in general they are different.In order
to understand the relationship among c,e and d,it is
helpful to incorporate the diagram of normal impulse vs.
relative velocity in normal direction, i.e. the diagram of
intothedefinitionsofthecoefficientof
restitution.For illustration, the simplified plot of yn-Vn
is shown as Figure7in which point T represents the
termination state of impact, mi and m2 denote the slopes of
`lines OP and PT, respectively, and yi denotes the normal
impulse at the point P.According to the definitions of the
coefficient of restitution, the coordinates of point T in
Figure 7 can be found as
(1-1-c)[1+y1(m2-m1)]
c[l+yi(m2-m1H)
m2 (3.10)
yn-vn
which is based on the definition of c in Eq. (3.1), or. 26
Vn
Figure 6.The plot of yn vs. Vn with respect to figure 1.27
Figure 7.Simplified plot of yn vs. Vn.1 +yi(m2- mi) + ee)
m2
Vn
28
(3.11)
which is based on the definition of e in Eq. (3.2).Thus,
d can be calculated from thedefinition and expressed in
terms of c or e as
or
d AMC[ 1+y 1(m2 -m1)]
1122
d -ae
1172
according to the different coordinates of point Tin
equations (3.10) or (3.11), respectively.So, the
coordinates of point T based on the definition of d can also
be expressed as
(3.12)
(3.13)
7{1+yi(ir22- m1) d \Im2d
m2 01-27-12 In'y V
(3.14)
For case2,the representative pointZtravels a
straight line throughout the impact, that means m1 =m2 in
Figure 7 and we get c=e=d from Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13).
In Figure 7,
1sin26(1-2Rtan2a)-R(1+1cos20)
11(1+1cos26)-Asina
q- - 1
-(1+1cos20)-Asin2Otana
1+1cosa
case 1
2 (3.15)
case329
From Eqs. (3.6) and (3.9), we see the slopes of line S and
H are decided from g and N.However, the positions of S and
H are dependent on q, which is the function of approach
angle a only if the slopes are known.
With each value of a, there is a corresponding point P.
Here we are interested in the value of a that results in the
extreme value of (e/d) or (d/c) if point P coincides with
point Q or R.In general, we can express point P as
(3.16)
tana [(1-Acos20)-plsina] tana 11
19(g(11-1cos20)-1sin201 11(14.cos20)-1sin20 iyn-Vn
from Eqs. (3.6) and (3.8) and point D as
1
13((1-Acos20)-gAsin20
(3.17)
from Eqs. (3.17) and (3.9).If point P coincides with point
Q or R, the expressions of P and D should be identical.
Thus, the approach angle a for (e/d)extror(d/C)extrcan be
found as
a - u(l+lcos20)-Asin201
[ (1-Acos28)-glsin20] (3.18)
from Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17).
Let f be the extreme value of (e/d) and express as
f(e)
war
m2
war (3.19)
So, the value of f for each case can be obtained from Eqs.(3.6) through (3.9), and may be expressed
1-1(cos20-psin20)
1-1(cos20+psin20)
1
1-12
(1+1cos20)[1-1(cos20+gsin20)]
where A' is defined as
Asin2e
1+1cos20
30
(3.20)
(3.21)
With numerical methods, the extreme value of f can be easily
found from Eq. (3.20).The above equation indicates f is a
function of A,A and 6.For a body with a given mass
distribution, A will be a function of 0, so that in this
case f depends on A and 0 only.
3.4Example 2.
A special case of Example 1 is shown in Figure 8. The
rod is of uniform density, has a circular cylindrical
portion with hemispherical ends.In terms of the dimensions
given in the figure, the quantities in Example 1 are
b2 - L2 + LRcos4)+ R2
4
3. 8R3+-3 R2L +RL
2+
12
L
3
k32 15
4
4
+L
3
- 6 +sin-Rsine
kL/2I
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)31
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P'
t
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Figure 8.Collision between a cylindrical rod and a rigid
plane.The above three equations show that the parameter
21411
b2
32
(3.25)
is a function of L/R and 0.This dependence is shown in
Figure 9.
The remainder of this study will focus on the case
L/R=5. Figure10,a plot ofEq.(3.24),shows the
relationship between 0 and 0 to be nearly linear for this
value of L/R.
Next, we want to display the function f(A,O) defined by
Eq.(3.20) for this example, with L/R=5 and p=7800 kg/m3.
Before drawing the f-O plot, it is better to show the plot
of A'-.0 in which we can obtain the ranges of 8 for different
cases.With the help of Eqs.(2.54),(3.22),(3.23) and
(3.24), the plot of A0-0 for L/R=5 is shown as Figure 11
according to equation (3.21).And, the corresponding plot
of f-O for different values of g is displayed in Figure 12.
The corresponding approach angle can be calculated from
equation (3.18).33
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Figure 12.The variation of f vs. 0 for L/R=5 at various
values of g.37
4.NONLINEAR TRANSIENT DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
IN THE ANSYS PROGRAM
The ANSYS program developed by Swanson Analysis System,
Inc., is a general-purpose code for predicting behavior of
deformable, solid systems using the finite element method.
Nonlinear transient dynamic analysis (KAN=4)is the most
general structural analysis type in the ANSYS program.It
is capable of solving the dynamic response of a structure
due to time dependent loading, with damping and inertial
effects accounted for.Any nonlinearity capable of being
modeled using the static structural analysis (KAN =O) may
also be used in the KAN=4 analysis type.Generally, more
accurate approximations can be obtained with the method by
increasing the total number of nodes and elements but at the
costofincreasedrunningtime. Theincreasesin
computationwithincreasednumberofnodesismore
pronounced when running dynamical cases, because there are
usually more than one thousand iterations to run and each
iteration is equivalent to one static case.
4.1Selection of time step size
Running time is naturally dependent on the size of the
time step.Usually, there are two primary considerations in
the selection of the time step size.
The first consideration is the error in numerical
integration that relates to the number of time steps per
cycle.The ANSYS program uses the Newmark time integration38
scheme(alsocalled the constant average acceleration
method)tosolvethebasicequationsofmotionfor
transient dynamic analysis.According to the descriptions
in [3, page 3.3], Newmark integration solution technique, it
is recommended that 30 integration points be used during the
gap contact, i.e.
A ti -1
30f
n ,\IMe
15kg
(4.1)
where f is gap contact frequency, kg is gap stiffness and me
is the effective mass in contact with the gap.
The second consideration is wave propagation which is
related to the sizes of both elements and time steps.
Although the details of wave propagation may not be of
interest in the application at hand, they do provide a
guideline for the selection of suitable size of time step.
The guideline is given in [3] in terms of the quantity
At -L /20 L\I2
2
60E (4.2)
where L is the dimension of the body in the direction of the
wave propagation, Cs is the elastic wave speed, Eis the
elasticmodulusand pisthemassdensity. The
recommendation is that the time step should be the smaller
of Ate and Ate.This time step size may be changed from one
load step to the next, but it is recommended that the change
be no greater than a factor of 10 from one load step to the
next.However, time step size must remain constant during39
the transient in the KAN=4 analysis.
Otherfactors,suchasinputloadcurveor gap
resolution may govern the size of the time step.Normally,
a constant or linear input curve will require fewer time
points to resolve than a curve which is erratic or has a
number of discontinuities.If an erratic curve including
several linear segments is to be followed closely, it is
recommended that at least seven time points lie along the
shortest segment of this curve
4.2Model description
In general, the geometry of the model for collision is
divided into two parts.The first part consists of two
bodies at least.Parts of the surfaces of the bodies will
be moved into contact at the beginning of the collision.
The second part is the gap between the surfaces of the
bodies.The gap is closed during the contact.
Usually,the"bodies"and"gap"are modeled with
different types of element,respectively.The various
element types that are available in the ANSYS program are
presentedin[4]. Inadynamic analysis where wave
propagation is of interest, the elements with nodes on their
edges are not recommended because of the nonuniform mass
distribution.Also, the gap elements should not be applied
to the elements with nodes on their edges.So, the body is
always modeled with the generalized mass element (STIF 21)
or the isoparametric solid element (STIF 42 and 45) for the40
modeling of a single mass or solid structure, respectively.
The gap between the contact surfaces can only be modeled
with the elements which have a gap.Either the interface
element (STIF 12 and 52) or the combination element (STIF
40)can be used to model the gap between the contact
surfaces according to the situation of collision. The
interface elements are capable of supporting compression in
the direction normal to the contact surfaces and friction in
the tangential direction.
Because the geometric aspects of the model are created
by the user according to the problem and the element type
selected, no single procedure is available within the ANSYS
program for specifying the geometry of the model. In
developing the specification to be used, one must keep in
mind running time and memory space as well as the accuracy
of the approximation.The orders of both nodes and elements
are also important in creating the model so that NGEN and
EGEN commands can be used to generate additional nodes and
elements from a known pattern. In the postprocessing
procedure of ANSYS, it will be convenient to manage the data
of interest if the model has a suitable system for numbering
the nodes and elements.
In order to obtain more accurate approximations, it is
suggested that smaller elements be used to model the bodies
within and near the contact region.Also, the region in
which we use gap elements should be wider than the expected41
contact region.For the collision between an elastic body
with a spherical surface around the contact region and the
rigid plane, we divide the region in which the gap elements
are used for modeling by a series of concentriccircles of
radius a1 (i=1,2, ... and a1 <a2< ...) and let
al = RsinOi (4.3)
Of =iA0
where R is the radius of a spherical surface, Ais constant
and 0, is defined in Figure 13.Since sinOrtkpi for O<<1
(i=1,2, ...), we have
a1 ROi (4.4)
Aa = RAO
whereAa=a1+1-a1andA0= 0;+1-0 So,ifthereisalso
introduced a gap element at the center of the contact area,
the total number Nof closed gap elements during the
collision will be
n a n
g
a
+1 - ca+ 1 Ng ---g +1
ea Re4)
(4.5)
In this equation, n9 is the total number of gap elements
uniformly distributed in each concentric circle (always a
constant), a is the radius of the contact area and
c
gRA,
For small values of RAO,
N9AI ca.
However, it is suggested that the total number of gap
(4.6)
(4.7)42
sphere
surface
Figure 13.The relationship between Of and ai.43
elements used within and near the contact area be greater
than Ng.
In addition to the number and arragnement of gap
elements,thenormalstiffness(kn)andthesticking
stiffness (kt) for the gap elements, must be selected.In
reference[4],therearesomeroughsuggestionsfor
selecting these two parameters.The normal stiffness, kn,
is based on the stiffness of contact surfaces; however, for
most problems the local surface deformation (of the gap
element) is not considered.It is suggested that kn may be
estimated as an order of magnitude or two greater than the
adjacent element stiffness (EA/L) and kt may be computed
from the maximum expected force divided by the maximum
allowable surface displacement. kt,when not sliding,
defaults to kn and if sliding occurs kt may be greater than
kn.The appraently arbitrary nature of these criterial is
offset by the fact that the system response is fairly
insensitive to the values usedHowever, we would like to
introduce a possible way, which will be useful for spherical
surfaces, to evaluate kn and kt.
From reference [19],the normal compliance for the
collisionbetweentwoelasticbodieswithspherical
surfaces, will be
d8
dFn
1(1
V12 1- V22
2 a E1 E2 (4.8)44
and the tangential compliance without slip at the interface
will be
d8t 1 ( 2 -v1 2- V2)
dFt 8 G2) (4.9)
where a is the radius of the contact region,doand St are
the displacements in the normal and tangential directions,
FnandFtare the reaction forcesin the normaland
tangential directions, and E1,G1 and v1(1=1 and 2)are
Young's moduli,shear moduli and Poisson's ratios for
different bodies, respectively.
For simplification, wt consider the collision between
the elastic body with spherical surface and the rigid plane.
In this case, we can write the equivalent normal stiffness
(km) and sticking stiffness (kte) at the contact region from
equations (4.8) and (4.9) as
2Ea k
n- 1v2
kte 8Ga 4Ea
2 - v (2 v) (1 + v)
Usually, we use many interface elements around the
contact region, so that the total stiffnesses, i.e. Ekn and
Eke, of the interface elements should be equal tokneandkte,
respectively. With reference to [13], we recognize that the
tangential compliance with sliding at the contact area
approximates the tangential compliance without slip for45
small values of the tangential force; however, the former is
always smaller than the latter.Experience has indicated
that it is good enough to let
Ekn = 0.8 kne (4.12)
Ekt = kte (4.13)
because the value of k
tefrom equation (4.11) should be the
minimum value for sliding during collision.So, the normal
and sticking stiffnesses of the individual gap element
should be
kn
kt -
Ekn0.8kne
Ng Ng (4.14)
Ektkte (4.15)
Ng Ng
where N is expressed in (4.5).Substituting Eq. (4.7) and
the values of Ekn and Ekt into Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15), then
we can roughly estimate the values of kn and kt for each gap
element according to
kn
kt
2E X0.8
cg(1 - v2)
4E
c (2 - v) (1 + v)
(4.16)
(4.17)
In the above equations, we can see that the stiffnesses kn
and kt for the interface element are independent on the
radius of the contact region.
4.3Starting procedure46
Because a dynamic solution at any time pointis
dependent on its prior history, some accommodations must be
made for the initial load step in which case there is no
previous history available. Specifically,the Newmark
scheme uses displacements, velocities and accelerations from
the previous time point to formulate the solution at the new
time point.Since there are no previous displacements,
velocities or accelerations to be used, it is necessary to
assign values tothesequantitiessotheintegration
procedure can start.
In the ANSYS program, both the initial velocities and
initialaccelerations are assumed to bezerofor the
nonlinear transient dynamic analysis.However, the initial
displacements are defined from the configuration at the time
when the first load is applied (i.e. time=0).If no such
time is explicitly defined, all displacements are set to
zero at time=0.After the first load step, there are two
ways to get the desired initial velocity for the dynamic
cases.
The first way is to apply a known force at the mass
center4, which should be defined as a node, of the body
during a specified period, which can be defined as the
duration of one load step.To get the desired velocity
4Here we mean the real center of mass found by using /CHECK
command after /PREP7 procedure in ANSYS.Otherwise,
unexpected rotation will occur.47
along with zero acceleration, we have to delete the applied
force within the next load step after the desired velocity
is reached.One more load step is needed to let the desired
velocity stabilize. Before colliding, we may use the STRESS
command to check the strain energy of each element and to
make sure no initial deformations inside the body.If the
applied force is small enough, we can ignore the initial
deformations.
The other way is to set the displacements of all nodes
of the body to the specified value (us) at the end of the
first time increment Ats, then set external forces on all
nodes equal to zero and removal all of the displacement
constraints on all nodes.The desired velocity can be
obtained by adjusting the values of us and Ats.In the ANSYS
program, the subsequent displacements are determined based
a cubic variation within each time increment,so that
obtaining the desired velocity usually requires several
trials. However, in view of the duration between time=0 and
the time at which the desired velocity is reached, this way
is better than the first way.
From [25], we see that the principal stresses derived
from Hertz theory at the center of the contact area are very
high but all are compressive and not of greatly different
magnitude.Hence the maximum shearing stress, on which the
yielding of such material depends, is comparatively small at
that point.And, many experiments have been made that48
verify the theoretical results of Hertz for materials that
follow Hooke's law and where stress remains within the
elastic limit.However, a more severe restriction is placed
on the velocity of impact by the fact that mostreal
materials cease to deform elastically at impact speeds very
much less than those at which deformations differ from those
from quasi-static loading [13].
4.4Convergence
The Newton-Raphson procedure is used as a solution for
nonlinear problems in the most recent ANSYS program.This
procedure complements the earlier direct iteration procedure
and offers improved convergence characteristics and more
capability in the nonlinear area.The theory of the Newton-
Raphson, taken from [3] is described in the following.
For the static case, the finite element discretization
process yields a set of simultaneous equations of the form
R = KU (4.18)
where R is the set of applied loads, X is the stiffness
matrix and U is the set of unknown displacements.For the
nonlinear case, the stiffness matrix R is a function of U or
the derivatives of U.The Newton-Raphson method for solving
Eq. (4.18) can be written as
'Cita, = R - Pi
Ili +1= ui + Au (4.19)
where XI is the current stiffness matrix and Pis the set
of loads corresponding to the element stresses.In the49
Newton-Raphson method, Kimeansthetangentstiffness
matrix, Fi means the restoring force and both of them are
evaluated based on the configuration given by tri.The right
hand side of equation (4.19)is the out-of-balance load
vector, that is, the out-of-equilibrium amount of the force
on the system.And, the final converged solution would
represent equilibrium, which means Ficomputed from the
current stress state would equal R within some tolerance.
For an interface element (one at the surface where
contact with the rigid surface occurs), the stiffness and
restoring force simply reflects the current status of the
element, i.e., the amount the "spring" has been compressed
from the interface contact. If the gap is open,the
restoring force is zero; if the gap is closed, the restoring
force is equal to the stiffness kg times the amount of
"overlap" between the two interfaces.
The dynamic equilibrium equations at time t+At for the
Newton-Raphson scheme, using the Newmark integration and
including equilibrium iterations, is
t+At.AU - Rt+At- Fi,t+At+m1 [A0(tic- U'i,t+At) +A211t+A3Cr t]
+ al [Al (Ut1171. t+A t )4.A4drC +A5
(4.20)
e - Jr i,t+et I, t+et+ATM
/+A1 01 (4.21)
Ui+1, t+et- u + AU i, t+at (4.22)
where Ai(i=0,1,...,5) are the Newmark constants which50
are the functions of the time step size and theamplitude
decay factor, al is the inertia matrix, co is the damping
matrix and KI
ist+litis called the dynamic stiffness because
Ki,t+Atis evaluated for every equilibrium iteration.
The equilibrium iterations are continued until Uti.At has
converged,atwhichtimethenewvelocitiesand
accelerations (iit+At,tt+At) are computed and time is advanced
to the next time point.The number of iterations to reach
convergence at a time point depends on the maximum number of
equilibrium iterations which defaults to5and can be
changed by using the GAMMA command in ANSYS.Iterations are
performed until convergence is reached or the number of
iterationsexceedsthemaximumnumberofequilibrium
iterations.
4.5Postprocessing procedure
TheANSYSprogramhasseveralroutinesfor
postprocessing analysis results.POST1 (general database
results postprocessor) prints, displays and operates nodal
or element data at a specified time point whereas POST26
(time-history results postprocessor) covers the entire time
history.Both POST1 and POST26 postprocess the results
based on the data from FILE12.DAT which is a binary-coded
file generated automatically in ANSYS.When running the
transient dynamic analysis(KAN=4)to solve the impact
problem, FILE12.DAT is very large since about one thousand
iterations is typical.Thus, to save memory, we usually51
transfer some data of interest from FILE12.DAT then delete
FILE12.DAT once we finish the postprocessing procedure.In
order to avoid running again, the postprocessing procedure
should be tested before running to make sure each command
has the desired function.
The output data for velocity and force are almost
always of interest for the impact problem.The velocity of
a specified node is the derivative of thedisplacement of
the node with respect to variable 1 (which is defaulted to
time).To get the total reaction forces, EFn and EFt, in the
normaland tangential directions,we have to add the
reaction forces, Fn and Ft, for each interface element.In
ANSYS the maximum number of variables defined by the user is
49 which does not provide enough terms to form the sum
necessary to evaluate the resultant.To overcome this
difficulty, a subroutine was written, which only adds 30
variables each time.
From the normal and tangential components of the total
reaction force, we can catch some important information.By
experience, if the first nonzero value of the total normal
force EFn is too high, the integration time step size should
be reduced.If any of the output curves for EFn and EFL is
oscillatory with a very high frequency, it is better to
reduce the value of kr, and k
t.
In POST1,we have the SSUM command to add some
variables for different nodes or elements together at some52
specified time point.In POST26, we can use the ADD command
to add the different variables at same time point together
during the collision. However, there is no command which is
provided to accumulate the variable during a specified time
period. Here we would like to introduce a procedure to find
the accumulation of the variable of interest during some
period.First, we use the FILL command to generate a
variable which will always increase one unit each time the
computation begins a new iteration.Then, we can use the
INT1commandwiththeincreasingvariablebeingthe
integration variable tofindtheaccumulationofthe
variable of interest during the specified period.53
5.PREDICTIONS FOR COLLISIONS SIMULATED
BY THE ANSYS PROGRAM
In this chapter, we will present some examples to show
how to predict the behavior of post-collision using the
ANSYS program.
5.1Example 3: oblique impact of elastic spheres
The oblique collision between an elastic sphere and a
half-space has been discussed in [17] and [23].Here we use
this example to illustrate the results from ANSYS and
compare with those of Maw et. al. and Smith.Consider a
sphere (R=0.1 m) with v=0.3, E=7E10 N/m2, p=2700 kg/m3 and
g=0.1 colliding with a rigid plane.If we let A0=0.1 deg.
and use 8 interface elements (i.e. n=8) on each concentric
circle in the contact region, then Equation (4.6) yields
C"4 45836 1/m (5.1)
and Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) yield
kr1 = 2.7E6 N/m (5.2)
kt Ps 2.8E6 N/m
And, the integration time step size, which should not be
greater than the smaller value from Eqs.(4.1) and (4.2),
will be 0.6g sec.
With the above material constants, the non-dimensional
parameter introduced in [17],
2 (1-v)tana
(2 -v) (5.3)54
has the value
$ = 8.2353tana (5.4)
Values of 4rand a that correspond to incidence will be
denoted as *1 and al and those that correspond to reflection
as *2 and a2.As shown in Figure 14, the angles are related
to earlier-defined velocity components by
a1-tan-1( vt- V,
a2 - tan-1
W,
(5.5)
where vt, vn, wt and wn are the velocities of point P and wt
and wn include the vibration terms.Eight collisions were
predicted, each with vn-0.1 m/s and various values of vt
that correspond to the values of *1 given in Table 1.The
computed values of wt and wn were then used to evaluate the
corresponding values of *2.The results are shown in Figure
15.From Figure 15, we see the values of *2 from ANSYS are
greater than those from [17] for *1<5 but less than those
from [17] for
We define nondimensional tangential force Ft,m and
nondimensional time Tas
Ft
Ft,non
Fn,max
Tnonti (5.6)
where t' is any instant time during the contact and tis the55
Figure 14.The definitions of the angle of incidence and
the angle of reflection.56
Table 1.The numerial values of the angle of incidence and
the angle of reflection for example 3.
*1 V
t(m/s) w
t(M/S) Wo (m/s) *2
0.5 0.00607 0.00248 0.09955 0.20491
1.0 0.01214 0.00327 0.09984 0.26955
2.0 0.02429 -0.00356 0.10036 -0.29214
3.0 0.03643 -0.01256 0.10012 -1.03339
4.0 0.04857 -0.01480 0.09940 -1.22657
5.0 0.06071 -0.01390 0.10002 -1.14458
6.0 0.07286 -0.00144 0.09936 -0.11939
7.0 0.08500 0.00909 0.09957 0.751673.0
2.0
10
0.0
-10
-2.0
-3.0
...
+
W.'
+: from the ANSYS program
: from [17]
+
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Figure 15.The variation of the non-dimensional local angle
of reflection*2vs.the corresponding local angle of
incidence *1 for v=0.3 and A=0.1.58
duration of contact.Then, the plot of nondimensional
tangential force (Ft, )against nondimensional time (T )
for different *1 is shown in Figure 16.In [17], gross slip
occurs throughout impact if 4ri>5.765.According to Figures
15 and 16, the predictions from the ANSYS program show gross
slip occurs throughout impact until * is about 6.2.
In this example, 154 nodes and 144 elements were used
for the sphere and 121 interface elements were used around
the contact region.Better results should be expected if we
use a finer mesh around the contact region.
5.2Example 2 using the ANSYS code
Now, we reconsider the collision between a cylindrical
rod with hemispherical ends and a rigid plane (example 2).
Asmentionedbefore,finiteelementanalysisisan
approximation method because we can not create the exact
circular cylinder with exactly hemispherical ends. With the
approximate geometry, we can obtain the mass of rod me*, the
center of mass G*, the central moment of inertia of rod13*,
and the central radius of gyration of rodk3*.The position
vector from the center of mass of the finite-element model
to the contact point will be
ra.p -(Rsin41 - d1)- }1+ Rcos(t)d2) e2
(5.7)
in which d1 and d2 are the offsets of the center of mass in
the el and e2 directions, respectively.The definitions in
Eq. (3.22) must be replaced by59
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Figure 16.The variation ofthe non-dimensionaltangential
force from ANSYSand from [17].60
(5.8)
b2- (Rsin4) - d1)2 +
2
+ Rcos4)d2) 2
Then, all of the results in example 2 are still valid if we
replace mB,k3 and G by ms*, and G*, respectively, and
replace equation (3.24) with
4) - esin-1(
012+ ( d2) 2
RsinO - tan-1
(5.9)
Because of our interest in the cases of which f has the
peak values, we will run the ANSYS program with these cases.
In Table2,we display some useful data evaluated by
following the same procedure in Example 1 and 2 for each
case.The initial normal velocity vn was set -0.02 m/s for
each case.Referring to the data in Table 2, we express the
equations of line S and C for the four cases as follows:
case a:
line S:1.54815yt + 0.32884yn = -1.54900
line C:0.32884yt + 0.45185yn = 1
case b:
line S:1.45006yt + 0.44444yn = -9.53159
line C:0.44444yt + 0.54994yn = 1
case c:
case d:
(5.10)
(5.11)
line S:1.19655yt - 0.58000yn = -1.07757
line C: -0.58000yt + 0.80345yn = 1 (5.12)
line S:1.23384yt - 0.56960yn = -1.35013
line C: -0.56960yt + 0.76616yn = 1 (5.13)61
Table 2.The results from simplified prediction for example
2.
case a b c d
A 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0
extr max max min min
m(kg) 49.98184 51.06690 53.51599 53.03379
1 0.63922 0.63252 0.61240 0.61573
0(rad) 0.37613 0.54040 -0.86009 -0.81818
8(rad) 0.27018 0.38956 -0.62204 -0.59062
fextr 1.15283 1.98025 0.69114 0.61378
tana 1.54900 9.53159 1.07757 1.35013
vt(m/s) 0.03098 0.19063 0.02155 0.0270062
We will model the hemisphere at the bottom end of rod in a
manner similar to that used in example 3, i.e. A0=0.1 deg.
and n=8 in equation (4.6).So, we have the same C9 obtained
in example 3, i.e. C9=45836 1/m.However, the appropriate
stiffnesses kn and kt for each interface element are dictated
by different values of Young's molulus and Poisson's ratio,
i.e. E=2E11 N/m2, v=0.28.With these values and R=0.1 m,
Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) lead to
kn = 7.6E6 N/m (5.14)
kt = 8.0E6 N/m
Setting the iteration time step size to be 1.5A sec. which
should be less than the smaller value from Eqs.(4.1) and
(4.2) and running the ANSYS program, we can obtain the data
of interest.
The procedures derived in chapter 2 and 3 are based on
a rigid-body system in which the compliances and vibrations
due to impulse are ignored.However, both deformations and
vibrations will be automatically involved in the ANSYS
program.Therefore, the velocity of the contact point
obtained from the ANSYS program can not be properly compared
with the equations mentioned in previous chapters because it
is not due to pure rigid body motions.However, we can get
that part of the velocity of the contact point, which is due
to pure rigid body motion, from Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37) using
the impulse generated by the ANSYS run.Then, we can
evaluate the works done by the impulse according to the63
following procedure.
If we denote the impulse at the moment of maximum
compression as
gm = mvo(ytmt + y, n) (5.15)
and the impulse at separation as
gm = mvo(ytmt + ymn) , (5.16)
then we can have the following expressions as
Wnc
0
RW021113. Vn dyn
Wnr y -mv02fVndyn
WntWnc + War
ns
"" MV 2r IV dy
° nn
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)
wherecintis the sum of the work done by the normal component
of the reaction force during the entire period of contact.
With equation (2.37), we can rewrite above equations as
2 1 -)2
+Asin2Ofy tdy n)
2 0
WinMV02(y
2
+1- Acos26yns2 + lsin2OlYngy tdy n)
r:inz Wnc
(5.22)
Bothytandynin the above equations are calculated
according to the total reaction forces EFt and EFn from the64
ANSYS program.
For comparison, the plots based on the data from both
simplified prediction and the ANSYS program of yt vs. yn for
different cases are shown as Figures 17 through 20.In the
cases shown in Figures 19 and 20, we see the plots of ytvs.
yn from ANSYS are not close to those from the simplified
prediction.The possible reason is that the tangential
compliance is ignored in the simplified prediction but
involved in the ANSYS program.Referring to Eq. (2.17), we
can write the displacement of the contact point P at any
instant time t' as
VI(e) -feuirg+ 1r0) dt
(5.23)
2r.fti gdt+v0 t'
0
where vo is the initial velocity of the contact point P. The
position vector X of point P is given by
210 -2(0) + r/(0 (5.24)
where X(0) is the initial position of point P.Figures 21
through24depictthelocaltangentialandnormal
deformation at the time when Ft has maximum value during the
contact. They have been obtained by comparing the positions
of a series of points predicted by ANSYS with the positions
the points would have in a perfectly rigid body. The
positions of these points within the body are indicated in
Figure 21 through 24.In these figures, the symbol "x"
represents the data from Eq. (5.24), which is based on the65
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Figure 17.Impulse variation from the ANSYS program and
simplified prediction for case a.n
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Figure 18.Impulse variation from the ANSYS program and
simplified prediction for case b.67
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Figure 19.Impulse variation from the ANSYS program and
simplified prediction for case c.n
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Figure 20.Impulse variation from the ANSYS program and
simplified prediction for case d.69
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Figure 22.The local tangential and normaldeformation at
the time when F has maximum valuefor case b.71
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Figure 23.The local tangential and normaldeformation at
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Figure 24.The local tangential and normal deformation at
the time when Ft has maximum value for case d.73
simplified prediction, and the symbol "+" represents the
data from the ANSYS program.Note that the scales for the
normal components of position differ from those of the
tangential components of position.The origin (0, 0) is the
contact point P' on the rigid plane.As in the simplified
prediction, an artificial penetration is made in the ANSYS
program.
Once we getytandyn,the tangential and normal
components of rigid-body velocity at any instant time can be
found according to Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37).For comparison,
the normal and tangential components of the velocity of the
contact node, taken directly from the output from the ANSYS
program,contains contributions from deformations. In
Figures 25 through 28 we display the variations of velocity
vs. contact time (see Eq. (5.6)).The numerical results for
this example are displayed in Table 3.2.00
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Figure 25.The variations of the tangential component of
velocity from the ANSYS program and simplified prediction
for case a.12.00
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Figure 26.The variations of the tangential component of
velocity from the ANSYS program and simplified prediction
for case b.150
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Figure 27.The variations of the tangential component of
velocity from the ANSYS program and simplified prediction
for case c.1.50
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Figure 28.The variations of the tangential component of
velocity from the ANSYS program and simplified prediction
for case d.78
Table 3.The results from the ANSYS program for example 2.
case a b c d
WtA -0.58530-1.85083-0.90024-1.30300
;A 1.11856 1.76381 0.93801 0.97821
Wt -0.63561-1.97604-0.98234-1.38388
Wn 1.10031 1.65365 1.00840 1.05131
1,4m(Nm) -0.03473-0.09601-0.00974-0.00794
kr (Nm) 0.03215 0.05668 0.01155 0.00940
e 1.10031 1.65365 1.00840 1.05131
d 0.96214 0.76835 1.08896 1.08806
f 1.14361 2.15221 0.92602 0.96622
Suoerscriot "A" indicates that those data are from the ANSYS
program directly (see the discussion in page 62).79
6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This thesis uses the ANSYS program to predict the post-
collision motions of elastic bodies and compares the results
with those from simplified prediction procedures, which stem
from the assumptions that the energy-returning capacity of
the normal deformation mechanism is constant, the tangential
compliance is neglected and the configuration of the system
is unchanged during the contact.
The ANSYS program is based on the finite-element
method.In ANSYS, the contact area is continually changing
during the collision and both the tangential compliance and
wave propagation are involved automatically. Therefore, the
process of collisions becomes more complicated.Although
the finite-element predictions are closer to the real system
than simplified prediction procedures,the increase in
computation is more pronounced.
According tothe comparisonoftheresultsfrom
simplified prediction procedures and the ANSYS program, if
(ea) is positive it leads to better agreement; if (Oa) is
negative it leads to poor agreement.
The coefficient of restitution characterizes inelastic
material behavior and is widely regarded as a "material
constant". However,bothoftheanalysesfromthe
simplified prediction and the ANSYS program indicate that
thecoefficientofrestitutionisdependentonthe
configuration of system, approach angle and the coefficient80
configuration of system, approach angle and the coefficient
of friction. The ratio offinal to initial relative
velocity of the contact points in the normal direction may
be greater than one for some cases.
In this thesis, there is no coupling in N between t1
(=txn) and other directions.The cases for future study can
have the coupling in N between t1 and other directions.81
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